
A STRUCTURAL SKETCH OF BEJA

By R. A. Hupson *

Beja is the generally accepted Arabic name for the language spoken bya large

tribe, or group of tribes, living in the Sudan (between the Nile and the Red Sea)

and in northern Ethiopia. The speakers themselves call their language ti-bidaawye

(where ti means ‘ the’), and the adjective designating speakers of the languageis
Didaawyee-t-i, The language has been classified as North Cushitic—the only

language in this sub-group of Cushitic, in fact (Palmer, 1970). It is nearly a
century since the first systematic study ofthe language (Almkvist, 1881), and the
three main published works all fall within the first half century of this period

(Almkvist, 1881; Reinisch, 1893 and 1895; Roper, 1928). More recent work,

particularly that of the present writer, has owed a lot to these earlier writers, and
has confirmed most of their conclusions. Moreover, each writer has worked with

informants fromadifferent tribe, so we can start to build up a rough picture of
the extent and nature ofdialect differences by comparing their accounts. The
dialects for which we have information are as follows:

(a) Bishari (Almkvist, 1881) ;

(b) Hadendowa (Roper, 1928);
(6) Halanga (Roper, 1928);
(@) Beni Amer (= amar?ar) (Reinisch, 1893, 1895) ;

(e) Arteiga (Hudson, 1964, 1973a, 1973b, 1973¢).
‘The formsgiven in the text below are those noted by the present writer, except
where a reference to one of the earlier writers is given. Wherethere appear to be

differences among dialects, these will be indicated in the footnotes, the form in
the text being the one that seems to be most widespread.

1, PHONOLOGY

L.A Syllable structure and morpheme structure
All syllables fit the formula :

(COMVVIOXO),
where C stands for ‘ consonant ’ (as listed in 1.2);

V stands for * vowel ' (as listed in 1.3, the second of two V's in the same

syllable always being a copy ofthe first);
h stands for either /h/ or /2/;
t stands for the feminine suffix /t/, which may be added either to vowels

(/e"aa~t/ “a sister ') or to consonants (/yias-t/ ‘a bitch ”)

* Dr. R. A. Hudsonis Lecturer in Linguistics at University College, London.
1 The writer's researches are based on materials collected in Port Sudan in 1962-3, with the

‘partial support of a grant from the Central Research Council of the University of London,
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Although syllables may or may not start with a consonant, words must start
with either C or h, as defined above.

The restrictions on the underlying phonological structure of morphemes are
slightly different. In this structure the following occur, noneof which are permitted
in the surface phonology :

@aninitial preconsonantal nasal (present in the surface too in earlier
stages of the language, according to Reinisch, 1893: 10), which is pro-
nounced only after a prefix vowel (c.g. -ngial-,’ ‘ one’, underlying both
/twa-ngial/* the one’ and /gial/* one’);

(il) a postvocalic /a/ or /2/, which prevents the vowel-lengthening otherwise
caused by the addition ofthe suffixes (as described in 1.3), but which then
appears in the superficial structure before the vowel which it followed in
the underlying structure (e.g. -rih~ ‘see’, in rhit-A/ ‘she saw’, and
-ba?-‘ lie’, in /o2actet/ * she lay’) ;*

ii) two adjacent initial consonants without a vowel to associate the first
with as part ofa different syllable from the second (c.g. -ktaab- ‘ book ').
Where no vowel is provided by a prefix (¢.g. /?uu-ktiab/ ‘ the book *),

an epenthetic /i/ is added (e.g. /kitiab/* a book’).
If two vowels are adjacent, the first is made long(ifit is not already long),

and a palatal glide [i] is added (e.g. /daa-aa-'k/* your men’, pronounced [da:ié:k]),
The palatal glide will not be shown in the transcription, but the lengthening of
thefirst vowel will,

1.2. Consonants
Thefollowing are contrastive and occur asC in the structure of syllables :

Pe Oig8, nie 8fa keee icmoon
WE tal ny, ah

The following points may be noted
(@ /4,t,s,n/ are dental, while /4, ¢/ are retroflex,® and /s/ is palato-alveolar ;

structurally the ‘ dotted ’ letters form a single group, since they all cause
the /s/ of a causal suffix to change to /s/;

(i) /A/ is a palato-alveolar affricate ; /y, w/ are semi-vowels ;

+ In the transcription, underlying *morphophonemic’ representations of morphemes will
be enclosed between hyphens, while surface phonological representations will be between
slants. Hyphens will also be used to show morpheme-boundaries.

® This obligatory metathesis may be restricted to Arteiga dialect, as none of the other writers
mentions it. It seems to be implied, however, by some of the Hadendowa formsin Roper,
1928, and Almkvist (1881 : 51) mentions optional metathesis in these and other cases in Bishari

“An epenthetic /i/ also occurs in Hadendowa before any word-initial /r/ (Roper, 1928:6)."In Bishari, /t/ (but not /4/ ) is velarised, as in Arabic (Reinisch, 1893 : 10).
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ii) loan-words from Arabic also contain /z, x, ¥/;
(iv) in some words/1/ and /r/ alternate morphophonemically, /1/ being a sign

of * diminutive’ (e.g. -rha- * hill ’, but -Iba-*hillock °);
(v) /2/ and /a/ can function either as the C element in the formula for

syllable structure (1.1), or as the h element (e.g. -d-2-r- ‘ marry, build *

can be treated morphologically either as a two-consonantal radical, like
-d-- ‘kill’, giving for instance /2i-nd2ir/ ‘he marries’, ot as a three-
consonantal radical, like -d-b-l- ‘collect ’, giving /dsn2iir/* he marries *);

(vi) assimilation of adjacent consonants is normal, butwill not be reflected
in the transcription, in order to reduce the variation in morpheme shapes.

1.3 Vowels

There are five vowel qualities and two contrastive lengths, giving ten vowels
altogether : i uu

eee 0, 00
aan

There appears to be more dialect variation in the short vowels, and also more
allophonic variation.

Before suffixes, all vowels are long (except where the suffix begins with /2/ or
/a/, or is the comparative or distributive suffix -ka-, as in /dabalo-"ka/ * smaller",
and /riba-ka/ ‘every mountain’), even if they would otherwise be short. The
lengthening effect of suffixes will be shown in the transcription of complete words,

but will not be mentioned again in the discussion of the shapes ofindividual
morphemes.

Before /2/ or /h/, short vowels are elided,” but they will be shownin the
transcription below (¢.g. /2e-tda?ir/ ‘I caused to marry” has no overt vowel
between the /a/ and /2/, whereas /2a-s-dabil/* I caused to collect ° has /a/ between
the corresponding consonants).

Word-final short vowels are often either elided altogether or pronounced
without voice, elision being more commonin some dialects than in others.*

1.4 Accent
The accent system basically involves simply a distinction between accented

“In Arteiga, and possibly also in Hadendowa, only two short vowels are distinguis
corresponding morphophonemically to /aa/ and all the other long vowels respectively; the
close short vowel (corresponding to all long vowels but /aa/) is pronounced either (t] or [0]
(according to sub-dialect and linguistic environment), and the open one is pronounced [4]
before /y/, otherwise [a].

* Blision of short vowels before /2/ and /h/ may be restricted to Arteiga, since it is not
‘mentioned by other writers.

* Complete elision of final unstressed short vowels seems more common in Beni Amer and
Hadendowa than in Arteiga.
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and unaccented syllables, where ‘ accent’ is realized phonetically as a relatively
high pitch. However, contrary to the claims of Reinisch (1893: 55) (cf. also
Almkvist, 1881: 57), a single word maycontain more than one accented syllable
(e.g. /ké-tam-a-'n/ ‘I don’t eat’), since the unit of distribution for accents is the
accent-unit, not the word (Hudson, 1973b). An accent-unit is a sequence of one
‘or more complete morphemes, comprising at least one syllable, within which only
‘one accented syllable is permitted ; thatis, if more than one ofthe morphemes
has an inherent accent (indicated in the dictionary of morphemes), only one of
these inherent accents can be realized (e.g. in /tam-a-n-ee-'k/ ‘if I ate’, both
~'n- ‘1’ and ~’k-* if" have inherent accents, but since both are in the same accent-
unit only one accent can be realized,in this case that of~'k-; cf. /tam-a-'n/* Tate’).
In general, the principle underlying the choice of accentto be realized is that the
later of two inherent accents in the same accent-unit is realized.

The position and nature ofthe realized accent is determined by the word's
morphological structure, and is not predictable (pace Reinisch, 1893: 55 and
Almkvist, 1881 : 57) from its purely phonological structure (e.g. /ti-rib-'a/ ‘ you
refused ', but /ti-dif-a/ ‘ you went’, whose roots belong to different accentual
classes but are otherwise morphologically the same). A morpheme may or may
not have an inherent accent, butif it does, there are two further variables to be
specified : the position ofthe accentual reference-point (usually on a vowel in the
last syllable of the morpheme) and the position of the accented vowel relative
to this reference-point, allowing us to speak offinal accent (on the reference-
point itself) and penultimate accent (on the syllable—or mora—before the
reference-point). For simplicity we can show these two variables together in

the transcription, by using ‘ for final accent and * for penultimate accent, and
locating these accent-marks on the reference-point itself Thus, /kitiab/*a book”
has phonetic high pitch on the first syllable, although this pitch is indicated by
the penultimate accent-mark on the second syllable. By convention, the accentual
reference-point can be taken as the vowel over which the accent-mark is written,
if there is such a vowel, and as the first vowel to the left of the accent-mark if
there is not; this allows the accentual influence of a morphemeto extend back
over several other morphemes (e.g. in /ticrib-'a/ ‘you refused, the accent is
determined by the third morpheme, its reference-point is on the vowel of the
second morpheme, andits realization, as high pitch, is on the first morpheme)..

A penultimate accent is always realized on the syllable before the one con-
taining the reference-point, provided there is such a syllable in the same accent-
unit; butif there is none, but there is a vowel before the reference-point in the
same syllable, then it is on this vowel that the high pitch is located ; finally, if
there is no such vowel, then the high pitch is located on the vowel acting as
reference-point, and extends forward over any later vowelin the samesyllable.
In thefirst case, the phonetic result is a sequence of syllables with a high pitch

a falling pte
and in the third)
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‘on thefirst and a low on the second(as in /kitiab/* a book’); in the second itis
a falling pitch on the one syllable (e.g. /k"aa-"-t/ * sisters’, /kadm/ ‘a camel’);
and in the thirditisjust a level high pitch on the one syllable (e.g. /yias/* a dog’).
The third result is phonetically the same as the result which is always produced
by a final accent (e.g. /k*aa-'-t/ ‘a sister), and the difference is seen only when
a prefix is added to which the realization of the penultimate accent can be
transferred (¢.g. /2uu-yias/* the dog’, with high pitch on the prefix).

2, SENTENCE STRUCTURE

2.1 Basic sentence structures
Nouns and noun-phrases are either nominative or accusative in form (3.4),

andon the basis ofthis case distinction in morphology wecan distinguish between
the subject (S) of a sentence and its various complements (C). There is only oneSper sentence, but there may be several C’s, including direct objects, objects of
causation, indirect objects, and predicative complements. The normal order of
‘elements is :

SOV
ie. any C’s come between the S and the verb (V). The following are typical
examples:

/oar-uue'k 2araaw-oo~'n tickteen-'a/ ‘You (bar-uu-'k) know (ti-kteen-'a) a friend
of ours (?araaw-00-'n) °.

/oar-uu-' Yaraaw-oo-'n ki-t-'a/* You aren’t (k-t-t'a) a friend of ours’
(/bar-uu-'k ?araaw-oo-'n mhalag-aa-"b ti-niiw-a/ ‘ You give (ti-ntiw-a) a friend of

ours money (mbalag-aa-b)"
(/bar-uu-'k araaw-oo-'n mhalag-aa-"b ti-s-dat ‘'a/ ‘You cause-to-collect (ti-s

dabiil~a) a friend of ours money’.
Similarly, postpositional constructions (4.2), adverbial clauses (10) and other

adverbial constructions occur before the verb, though they may not be as restricted
positionally as are $ and C. According to Reinisch (1893: 73) the agent in a
passive construction (2.4, 7.7) occurs with the postposition which normally
means ‘ from ’, and is put between S and V (e.g. /wichada-’ Yi-yaas-ii-’ 2i-too-déar/
“the lion (wichada-') was killed (2i-too-déar) by the dog (i-yaas-ii-’)’),

The verb shows concord with the subject in person, number and gender (7.2),
and no subject is in fact necessary—for instance,all the sentences listed in the
previous paragraph with /bar-uu-’k/ ‘ you’ as subject could have had no subject
at all with no change in either grammaticality or meaning, beyond a change of
emphasis. The complement—or rather one of the complements—may be repre-
sented by a suffix attached to the verb (5.3), and again if such a suffix is present
no separate C is needed evenif one is understood semantically (e.g. /ti-kteen-
“arhedb/* You know (ti-kteen-"a-) me (-hedb) °), The 3rd-person complement suffixes

1
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have no realization, except underrather special grammatical circumstances, so
there may be no overt reflex at all of a complement that is understood (e.g.
/Aickteen-'a/ * You know him/her /it/them *).

The order S-C-V given aboveis only the normal order, from which deviations
are possible and quite common, apparently for reasons of emphasis and the like.
However, this is more true of main clauses than of subordinate clauses, since in
the latter the verb is almost always the last element, due to therule that any
subordinating markers, correspondingto subordinating conjunctions in English,
take the form ofsuffixes added directly to the verb (9, 10); since this suffix really
“belongs to the whole clause,it is natural for it to be kept on the edgeof the
clause by keeping the verb itself at the end.

R. A. HUDSON

2.2. Predicative constructions
In predicative constructions, the element referred to as ‘the verb’, and

represented in the formula above by V, may be either a proper verb (viz. a form
of the irregular verb -k-y-

‘ be ’) or a ‘ copularclitic’ (6), based on the morpheme
-a-, which also means*be’, but having a completely different kind of paradigm
from verbs. These two sets of forms are in complementary distribution: the
clitics are used in sentences that are positive, present tense and not embedded in
another sentence (i.e. in the most straightforward kinds of sentence), and the
verbs are used in all other kindsof sentence. Compare the following for instance :

/dabaloo-’-beu/ ‘ He is small (dabaloo-'-b=) *

/Aabaloo-'-b 7i-kti/ * He used to be (2ii-ktt) small ”

/Aabaloo~=b i’-li-ké/ * He isn’t small °

/Aabaloo-’-b ?i-katii-ee-"k/ ‘ If he is small’
In some respects the copular clitic is like a suffix: for instance, it causes

preceding short vowels to lengthen, and can even impose its own accent on the
complement, showing thatit is in the same accent-unit. On the other hand, it is
less closely attached to the complement than a suffix would be: for instance, it
does not count as a syllable of the complement noun as far as the rule that
determines the length of thearticle is concerned (3.3c). Moreover,it has its own
internal structure, consisting of from one to three morphemes (¢.g. /t-oo-ndees't-
uu-y/ ‘You (fem.) are (e'-uw-y) the mother (-oo-ndees) ’), rather more like an
independent verb. The grammatical status of a copular clitic is thus ambiguous
between that of an affix and that of a word, andthis ambiguity is meant to be
reflected both by the term ‘clitic’ and by the sign *s’ separating it from the
complement (in contrast with the morpheme-boundary ‘-’ and the word-space).

Thecomplementin a predicative construction may be of two types :

() a normal accusative form of an adjective, a noun-phrase, a relative clause
(e.g. /saa-'-t tam-ii-nii-"b/ * who(-"b) eats (tam-ii-nii-) meat (saa-’-t)*), or a
possessive (¢.g. /beén Yictakeii~’b/ * that man (beén Zctak-)'s (-ii’b)’);

j
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(ii) an adverbial word, phrase or clause (e.g. /saa-'-t tam-i-ny-e"hoob/ * when

(Ce-'hoob) he eats meat*).
Different forms of the copular clitic are found with these two types of com-
plement (6).

One frequent use ofthe predicative construction, with either a copular clitic
or a verb, according to the usual rules, is to form the equivalent of an English*pseudo-cleft ' sentence, like * What men drink is coffee” or * Why he did it was
because he needed the money’: /wi-?aa-nda-" g"a?-ee-n-e-" biunsu/ * Which
(wi...) men drink (?aa-nda~’ g*a?-ee-n-) is (=u) coffee (bins),
2.3. Auxiliary verbs

‘An ‘auxiliary verb’ may follow the ‘main verb’, in which case the main
verb may be severely restricted in its grammatical form, and may assume a form
that is not possible in the absence of an auxiliary verb. Consequently such con-
structions may be assumed to have an embedded sentence (containing the main
verb and any complements it may have) as complement ofthe auxiliary verb.
For instance, in the sentence /?uu-ték saa~'-t tam-l ?i-ndi/ * the man (?uu-tak) will
(ti-nai, which elsewhere means “ says”) eat (tam-1, which can mean “ let me eat ”)
meat (saa~'-t)’, the structure can be analysed as follows :

c
‘uu-télk saa~’-t tam-i 2iendi

There are four classes of auxiliary verb :

(i) the irregular verb -y-d-y-, which elsewhere means‘ say’; this takes main
verbs in the ‘ permissive’, ‘ imperative’ and ‘bound negative’ forms,
distinguished in 7.2 and 7.3 (e.g. respectively /saa-'-t tam-1 Yi-ndi/ ‘He is
going to eat meat’; /saa-'-t tam-ad- ?i-ndi/ ‘He is going to eat meat’;
/saae'-t b-aa-tam~dy Yiendi/ * He isn’t going to eat meat’);

(i) the verbs -rb- ‘refuse *, -r ‘like *, -yi2e- ‘come’, which take a main
verb in the ‘future’ form (7.2) (e.g. /saar'-t tam-At Yierib (ké-ry-d,
yit-itens)/ ‘ He failed to (doesn’t like to, may) eat meat’); in these con-
structions there are special restrictions on the forms in which the auxiliary
verb itself may appear, differing from one auxiliary to another;(iii) the irregular verbs -b-y- ‘be ’ and-2-f-y-‘be’, which take eithera ‘ preterite’
form (7.2) or a ‘

present participle’ form (7.4) ofthe main verb (e.g.
/Aameae'n ii-ti/ ‘1 was eating’, /tam-8e 2ee-f8/ ‘I shall be cating’);
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these forms are known only from Reinisch, 1893: 147-8, and Roper,
1928 : 80;

(iv) an open-ended list of verbs, including -ba?-‘lie’, ~d-2-y- ‘do’, -bey-w-
“ give’, -yize- ‘come ', whose grammatical form determines that ofthe
main verb through a rather complex set of concord rules, restricting it to
‘one of foursets of forms: preterite (7.2), imperative (7.2), boundparticiple
(7.4), past participle (7.4) (e.g. /saa-'+t tam-a-'n ba?-a~'n/* I kept on eating
meat’ but /saa-'-t tam-ee-ti ba?-f-ni/ ‘I keep on eating meat’). In such
constructions there are also lexical restrictions on the combinability of
particular main verbs and auxiliary verbs (except for -ba?-, here meaning
“keep on’, which seems to combine freely with all main verbs), and also
on the meaning ofthe resultant combinations.

24 Causatives, passives, etc.
Verbs haveupto five distinct derived forms (7.7, 8.2), which help to distinguish

a number of sentence-types (at least seventeen, according to Hudson (1973a:
539-48). These may contain more than one complement, in a variety of semantic
relations to the verb. Distinguishable types include the following :

‘causative  /200-tilk 7a-soo-min-hook/ * I made you (-hook) shave the man
*

;
reflexive: /ta-mén/ ‘1 shaved myself’;
passive: /?a-too-maén/ ‘I was shaved °;
collaborative: /2oo-ték. 2a-moo-masn-hook/ ‘I shaved the man with you’;
reciprocal: /ni-moo-main / ‘ we shaved each other *;
causative reflexive : /2asoo-mfn-hook/ ‘I made you shave yourself’
causative reciprocal: /2ee-nda-" ?a-soo-ma-min/ ‘1 made the men (?ee-nda-")

shave each other’;
collaborative reflexive : /2a-moo-maén-book/ ‘1 shaved myself with you";
reciprocally collaborative: /200-ttk ni-moo-main/ ‘We shaved the man

together ’;
reciprocally collaborative reflexive: /ni-moo-main/ ‘We shaved ourselves

together °.

3. THe NouN-PHRASE

3.1 The structure of the noun-phrase
Noun-phrases consist of a noun with or without modifiers, and the modifiers

may either precede or follow the noun, whichever of the types listed below they
belong to. The modifiers show concord of number, gender and case with the noun
in either position, and if they follow the noun they also show concordof definite-
ness, as in Arabic: /tik win/ ‘a big (win) man (tik) * but /?uu-tik 2uu-win/ * the
big man’. However, there are two other differences between preceding and
following modifiers: if the modifier precedes, the noun must not contain the
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definite article (unless the modifier is one of the demonstratives, ~'n- ‘ this” or
-beén- ‘ that’): hence /win ték/* a small man’ but not */win 2au-ték/ or */2au-win
tuu-ték/; and the modifiers have different concordial suffixes according to
whether they precede or follow (3.2, 3.3).

The following areall found as modifiers (the examples are all in the accusative
case):

(i) demonstratives (¢.g. /200~'n 2oo-yaas/ or /200-yias 200-'n/ * this dog’);
Gi) numerals (e.g. /mhalo-" yés/ or /yés mhaloo-'-b/ ‘ two dogs’);
(ii) adjectives (¢.g. /dabalo~" yias/ or /vaas dubaloo~-b/ * a small dog’);
iv) possessives (4.1), consisting of a noun-phrase followed by a ‘ genitive’

suffix and then the appropriate gender /number/case concord markers, as
required by the ‘ possessed ' noun (¢.g. /2o0~'n ?istakei-’ yaas /or /?oo-vias
wi-?oo-'n Yi-tak-ii-’b/ * this man’s dog’, with -i- or -i- as genitive suffix) ;

(v) relative clauses (9), consisting of a clause to which (or rather to whose
verb) are suffixed the gender /number /case markers required by the head-
noun (the * antecedent °), with or without the suffix -e- before such markers
(e.g. /Yane-" rih-ann-e-" yas/ or /ydas 2ane-" rih-a-n-ee~'-b/ ‘a dog that
I saw’); if the head noun contains the definite article, the relative clause
must follow and itself have the article prefixed to the whole clause,
according to the normal rules for modifiers given above (e.g. /2o0-yaas
wi-?ane-" rih-a-n-ee-'-b/ ‘ the dog that I saw ’).

3.2 Gender
There are two genders, masculine and feminine, which are determined

arbitrarily for inanimate nouns and according to sex for animates. The formal
distinction between the two may be made at one or none of several different places
in the noun-phrase, Feminine noun-phrases always contain at least one instance
of the feminine marker -t- (which is also found in nearly all feminine verbs), and
masculine noun-phrases may or may not contain an instance of the masculine-
-and-accusative marker -b-. The rules for using these markers are as follows :

(feminine -
—always prefixed to definite articles and demonstratives containing ~'n-

“this”;
—always suffixed to any other modifier ;

—suffixed to the noun-stem before a possessive pronoun suffix (5.1) ;

—otherwise suffixed to noun-stems provided there is no definite article or
preceding modifier.

(i) masculine -b- :

—foundonly in accusative masculine noun-phrases ;

—added to nouns and modifiers only if they otherwise end in a vowel and
have no kind of pronoun suffix (5.1, 5.2);
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—not added to nouns, or to some adjectives, when these have a definite
article or a preceding modifier.

3.3. Number
The distinction between singular and plural noun-phrases is shown (a) in the

stems of nouns and adjectives, (b) in the accents of nouns and modifiers of various
kinds, (c) in the inflections of articles and possessive suffixes, and (d) in the
inflections of verbs in modifying relative clauses.

(@) Noun and adjective stems: the main marker ofplurality is the suffix -a-
(c.g. /ragéd/* a leg’, /raged-aa-'-b/ ‘legs *), Notall nouns and adjectives take this
plural marker, however; another common one is the shortening ofthe final
vowelin a consonant-final root(e.g. /ginwit/ ‘a nose’, /gimit/‘ noses’). Roots
ending in a vowel generally make no distinction between singular and plural
other than the accent change described below.

(6) Accents: if a nounor adjective ends, in the plural, in a vowel(irrespectiveof whether this vowelis the plural marker -a- or part ofthe root), it always has a
penultimate accent (1.4) (which is also characteristic of plural verbs—see 8).
Otherwise, accents are cither the same in singular and plural (e.g. /einutt/,
/sinit/ * nose(s)’), or contrast in either direction (e.g. /oarriad/, /oarréd/ ‘ tea-
pots)’; /bikkéar/, /bikkir/ * hut(s) °).

(©) Inflections of articles and possessive suffixes: the following pattern of
vowels is found both in articles (which are prefixed to the noun) and in possessive
suffixes (which are suffixed to it)—and also in the demonstrative ~'n- ‘this ":

Singular Plural
Nominative um aa
Accusative oo ©

These distinctions are made whenever the vowel concerned is long: in articles
when the rest of the noun or adjective is monosyllabic (e.g. /2uu-yaas /* the dog ’),
and in suffixes where the following person-marker (5.1) has a final accent (e.g.
/2-yaas-un-'k/* your dog’); otherwise the vowelis i- for all cases and numbers.
Singular and plural are also distinguished in the definite article if the following
word starts with /2/ or /h/, in that the article is then introduced by /w/ in the
singular and /y/in the plural (e.g. /wi-hada-"/* the lion °, /yi-hada-"/* the lions ’).?®

(@) Inflections of verbs in relative clauses: if the noun is antecedent to a
relative clause, and is the underlying subject ofthe latter, the verb in the relative

‘The shortening of the vowel in the article and before the possessive suffixes is obligatoryin Arteiga, and may also be obligatory in Hadendowa (Roper, 1928 : 9, 30), but seems to be at‘best optional in Beni Amer (Reinisch, 1893:60-1, 103) and Bishari (Almkvist, 1881: 64, 87).‘Jn Arteiga, and apparently sometimesinHadendowa (Roper, 1928 : 9), vowel shorteningis obligatory before /2/, /h/ and vowels, giving /wi/ (masc.sing.), /yi/(masc. plur.) and /ti/(fem., sing. oF plur.).
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clause will show whether its subject, and therefore also the antecedent, is singular
orplural.
34 Case

Twocases are distinguished in the noun-phrase: nominative and accusative,

corresponding respectively to the categories * subject " and * complement* distin-
guished in 2.1. In addition to these functions, the nominativeis also used as the
basis for vocatives (e.g. /yah Puu-yaas-e6/ ‘you dog!'—Almkvist, 1881 : 68,
Reinisch, 1893 : 80, Roper, 1928 : 14), and the accusative is also used as the basis
for genitival constructions (4). They are distinguished formally from one another
bythe vowel contrasts described in 3.3 and by the presence or absence, in the
masculine, of -b-, as described in 3.2b.

4, POssESsIVES AND PosTPOsiTIONS

4.1 Possessive noun-phrases
Ina possessor-possessed construction, corresponding to English examples like

* the boy's father °, the possessed is represented by a noun, and the possessor by

a modifier which, according to the normal rules for modifiers, shows concord of
number, gender and case with the noun, and may either precede or follow the
noun :

/wi-toor-i-’ baaba-"/ * the boy's father”
/wi-2oorii-’-t de*/ ‘ the boy's mother ”

‘/Micbaaba-’ wi-wi-2oor-ii--b/ * the boy's father (acc.)*
‘/twa-nde-" ti-wi-Roor-ii-"+t/ * the boy's mother *.

The modifier in such constructions consists of a noun-phrase (identifying the
possessor), to which is attached first a * genitive ° suffix (+- in the above examples),
and then whatever suffixes are needed to show concord with the head noun
(ie. the possessed). The possessor noun-phrase is itself in the accusative case.

The genitive suffix itself differs according to the number of the noun-phrase to
which it is suffixed : in simple cases, itis “after a singular, and -e- after a plural
(e.g. /yi-?ar-ee-'-t de-"/ * the boys’ mother "). Moreover, it is preceded by an instance

of the feminine marker -t- if the noun-phrase to which it is added is feminine

(€.g. /ti-2oor-t-i-- baaba-"/* the girl's father °, /ti-2ar-t-ee-'-t .de-"/ ‘ the girls’ mother *).

‘That is, up to and including the genitive morpheme (-i- or -e-) concord is with the

., and after this morphemeitis with the possessed.

Tust as in English, the position of the genitive suffix (and the preceding feminine

is immediately after the very last word in the possessor noun-phrase, whether
‘word is the latter’s head-noun or not (cf. ‘the man over there’s name ».
rules given above apply straightforwardly if the last word is the head-noun,
there is an added complication if there is a modifier after the head-noun :
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first an extra ‘ pseudo-noun’is added, and then thegenitive (andif necessary the
feminine -t-) is added to this. The pseudo-nounitself has a number of forms,"
ranging round -‘na- (cf. the genuine noun -ne- ‘thing’ and the modifier -naa-
* what, which *):

‘/wie?06r 200-win-'naa-i-’ baaba-"/ ‘ the big boy's father °

/ti-206r too-win-"naa-t-i-’ baaba-"/ ‘ thebig girl's father ”

‘tis? thowawin-'naa-t-ee~-t de-"/* the big girls’ mother *.

It follows from whathas just been said that a possessive with the ‘ pseudo-
noun’ -na- attached to it may itself follow its head-noun, and that the whole
noun-phrase that they make up between them may itselfbe treated as a possessor—
which may itself have -na- added. This allows up to two occurrences ofthe -na-
suffix next to each other, though each belongs to a different layer of structure
(c.g. /ticbasba-" 2i-wi-?06r 200-win-nas-ii-naa-i-’ giw/ ‘the big boy's father’s
house’), However, two seems to be the upper limit to the number of -na-'s that
‘can occur together in this way.
4.2. Postpositions

Instead of the suffixes showing concord with a possessed head-noun, there
may be after the genitive suffix oneof a number of* postpositions , which give
the noun-phrase an adverbial function (e.g. /wi-?oorii-t/ * like the boy’). The
rules for the form of the genitive morphemeitself, the feminine -t- before it, and
the pseudo-noun -na- before that, apply exactly in the way described in 4.1.

There are two classes of postposition, according to their position relative to a
possessive pronoun suffix (5.1) belongingto the head-noun ofthe noun-phrase to
which the postposition is attached. Those postpositions that would precede such
a pronoun we shall call inseparable, and those that would follow it separable.
‘The inseparable ones are the following ¥:

i)

~’b- (zero before a pronoun suffix): ‘in, about”;
(/'t/ before a pronoun suffix):*like’;
(/s/ before a pronoun suffix): * from, by”.

This last postposition may be followed by the morpheme -ka- (Which follows the
pronoun suffix), and the meaning is then either * than ’ or * since’.

As for the separable postpositions, they include a number of nouns, and they
all occur in the position which a noun can occupy ; their distinguishing charac-

31 The following formsfor the combination of pseudo-noun plus genitive suffix were found
in Arteiga (but are not noted by any of the other writers): (i) /‘nda-y/ instead of /‘naa-i);
Ci) Pony osead of Paatra/;(i forms with an extra /“néay/ (or eter sagular oF plural
possessors) or /~'ne/ (for pl ssessors) added after the regular combination o lor
oun and gente sui. vith or wthout feminine marker (eg. /iefooecdawnl-naas-ieaay-t
de-'/*the beautiful giri's mother”).

# Reinisch, 1893 : 76-80, adds two more postpositions that are, presumably, inseparable :

~'na- * with ” and -nee- since *. Before them,it seems that the genitive morpheme is optional.
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teristic is that they belong to the same accent-unit (1.4) as the end of the noun-
phrase to which they are added. Thefollowing are some of the clearer examples
of separable postpositions :

~"geeb- ‘ with" ~‘dha- or -'da- to, for”
=‘suur- ‘in front of * ~*har?i- * behind *

~nuun- ‘ without *

Fora longer list and discussion, see Reinisch (1893 : 76-80).

5. PRONOUNS

5.1 Possessive pronoun suffixes
Possessive pronoun suffixes are added to the noun that refers to what is

possessed (e.g. /2i-gaw-uu-'k/* your ("k) house’). The noun to which a possessive
suffix is added may or may not have a definite article as well (cf. /gaw-uu-'k/
*a house of yours”). Before the possessive suffix there is a marker of case and
number, namely one of the vowels which also occur in the definite article (see
3.3c):

Singular Plural
Nominative (/Ygawewu-"k / /Tiegaweaa-aa-'k /
Accusative (/ Yinsgaw-00~"e / (/Ti-gaw-na-ee-"k /

Before the case/number marker there is the feminine marker -t- if the noun is
feminine (¢.g. /ti-huus-aa-t-aa-’k/ ‘ your knives’).

The possessive pronoun suffixes are as follows :

Singular Plural
Ist person i /a/
2nd person /t/* /kena/
3rd person=/'/ /*hiena/

Ifa genitive marker (see 4.1) is added to a noun containing a possessive pronoun
suffix, it must precede both the pronoun suffix and also the case /number marker
(/au/, /o0/, /aa/, /ee/ or /i/}—but notthe feminine -t- belonging to the noun-root
or the plural marker -a- (e.g. /ti-?oor-t-ii-wu-’k/ *

your daughter's "). However,
2 A gender distinction can be made in the second person by adding the regular verbal -a-

(mae) oFi (fer) after the poniesin Ben Aner (Rnsch1695:103)and perhaps
also in Bishari (Almkvist, 1881 : 87, 89).

ag teforms shown for 3rd person are only Arteiga. The forms for Hadendowa (Roper,
1928 : 30), Halanga (ibid,), Beni-Amer (Reinisch, 1893: 103) and Bishari (Aimkvist, 1881787)
‘ate as follows: Hadendowa /"/ se., /'/ or /"tena/ pl.; Beni Amer and Halanga /’s/ sg.,/ pl.Bishari /h/ sg., /“hena/ pl. Moreover, even n Arta the alternative formsarzas conditioned variants of those given: /“hi/ and /*hi-aa/ are found before -ka- each

‘/oor-i-"hicka/* each child of his') or before the copular clitic (eg. /200%--"hienaasu/
is a child of theirs), and /'s/ is found, as both singular and plural, after a numeral or an

ronominal root (see 5.3 below) and before the copular’clitic (e.g. /bar-wn-'k
“sew-a/* You (bar-uu-'k) are (ewea) him (bar-o0~')").
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a case-number marker and (where relevant) a feminine -t- must also be added
to the genitive (according to the normal rules for concord in modifiers given in 3),
to show concord with the second possessed noun (e.g. * sons ’ in * your daughter's,
sons’). This concord is shown by the vowels before the pronoun suffix (/au/ etc.)
and the feminine +- after the genitive marker -F or -e (e.g. /ti-Roortii--aa-k 2ét/
“your daughter (ti-Poor-t. .. 'k)'s daughters (?ar)’, where -t-aa- shows feminine
plural nominative concord with ?ax). In other words, the pronoun suffix is
separated from the noun to which itis suffixed not only by the genitive morpheme
but also by the feminine -t- and case-number marker which show concord with
the nounpossessed by this noun.

Similarly, if an inseparable postposition (see 4.2) is attached to a noun that
has possessive pronoun suffix the postposition comesfirst (¢.g. /ti-?oor-bii-s-oo-'k/
“from (-s-) your daughter’). In this case, however, the case-number marker
shows concord with the noun to which the possessive suffix is attached. (If the
Postpositionis -t- ‘ like ’, the possessive pronoun suffix has the form givenin 5.3
below for object pronoun suffixes, as in /wi-?oorti-'t-hook/ ‘like your son ’.)

* Possessive ’

pronoun suffixes are also used to translate ‘ than me * and so on:
they are suffixed to -ka- ‘ more ’, which is itself suffixed to adjective roots (and
relative clauses), and the possessive suffix again is preceded by the appropriate
case-number marker (and feminine -t-) required bythe adjective orrelative clause
(e.g. /dabalo-"kaa-t-oo-"k ?oor/ ‘a girl smaller (dabalo-"kaa-t-oo-) than you (‘k);

/Nisktden-hedb-kaa-t-o0-'k 2oor/ ‘a girl who knows (ticktden-) me (-heéd-) more
(-kaa-) than you (k)’).
5.2. Independent personal pronouns

‘The following are the independent personal pronouns, which are optional as
subjects andalternatives to object pronoun suffixes (see 5.3 below) as objects :

(a) First person *
Singular Plural

Nominative /ane-"/——_/hinin/
Accusative /Yanee-'-b/—/hinin/

With the genitive morpheme attached, the forms are /?an-i-/ and /hin-e-/
(e.g. /twu-giw 2an-ii-’-beu/ ‘ the house is mine ’).!*

(b) Second and third persons: These are formed by adding the ordinary
second and third person possessive pronoun suffixes to the root -bar-, with the
usual case-number markers and feminine -t- in between (e.g. /bar-uu-'k/ * you”
(masc. sing. nominative), /bar-t-oo-'k/ * you’ (fem. sing. accusative)). However,
insteadof the usual plural possessive suffixes /k-na/ and /*hi-na/ etc.), the singular

4In Beni Amer the forms are: /Panii~'/, /hinin/, /2anee~=b/ and /hinnee-'-b/ (Reinisch,
1893 :96-7).In Hadendowa, /?an-ie/ alternates with /2aunei-/ if the concord is singular, and is
replaced by /?aan-i-/ if it is plural (Roper, 1928 : 26).

suffixes are used,
sis

(e.g. /oarun-'/ “he”,
usual way, after
you (fem.).
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suffixes are used, since the case-number marker distinguishes singular from plural
(eg. /oar-nu-'/“he’, /bar-aa-'/* they’). The genitive morpheme is added in the
‘usual way, after -bar and the feminine -t (e.g. /bar-bii-oo~'k-geeb/ * with (-geeb)
you (fem.)’.
5.3. Object pronoun suffixes

Object pronoun suffixes are added to verbs, immediately after any tense and
person/number affixes (e.g. /2aree-é-ni-hook/ * I like (?aree-d-ni-) you (-hook) ).!7
‘Their forms are as follows :

Singular Plural
Ist person ‘/aesb/ hoon/
2nd person Yhook/ —/hook-na/
3rd person**=—— Dot

Although there is no obligatory gender distinction for object pronoun suffixes,
there is a rather odd optional gender distinction according to the addressee's sex
which can be made by adding -a- (masc.) or -i- (fem.) to a Ist person (sing./plur.)
or 2nd person singular object suffix (e.g. /2uu-yaas tam-yi-hetb-a/ (said to a man),
‘/uu-yias tam-yi-hedb-i/ (said to a woman) * the dog bit me’). (Almkvist, 1881:
242-3, Reinisch, 1893: 109, Roper, 1928 : 29.)

There are three special cases where the forms listed above are not used but
are replaced by others :

(iAfter the future suffix -t- (see 7.2, 8.1) they are the same asthe possessive
suffixes with the accusative singular marker -oo- before them (e.g. /dir-
oo-'k/* I'll kill you’).

(i) If the clause is used adverbially, with a * genitive’ morpheme -e- suffixed
toits verb (see 10.2), again the object pronoun suffixes are the same as
the possessive suffixes, and are preceded either by the nominative singular
-nu- (meaning, in this environment,*if’) (e.g. /?ane-' rih-a-ny-ce-un-'k/
‘if [see (ane-" rih-a-ny) you’)or by the accusative singular -00-
(€.g. /Yane-"rih-a-ny-ee-00-'k-hoob/ * when I see you’).

(iii) If the clause is relative, the form of an object pronoun suffix in the verb
is again that of the possessive suffix, with a case-number marker to suit

4In Halanga (Roper, 1928:41) the object suffix may be added to an auxiliary rather than
+f0 the main verb (e.g. /bar-uu~~k tam-aa~'-b ki-t-t-'a-hedb/ * You haven't bitten me’, literally* You aren't-me having-bitten ’).

‘In Arteiga and Hadendowa (Roper, 1928 : 29) the 3rd person object suffix is zero, so that
‘a verb with no overt object suffix can be taken to have a 3rd-person object (e.g. /aree-A-ni/
“Llike him /her/it/them "); however, in Halanga (Roper, 1928 : 29) and Beni Amer (Reinisch,
1893 : 109) the 3rd person object pronoun suffixes are /hoos/ (sing.) and /hoos-na/ (plur.), and
‘in Bishari (Almkvist, 1881 : 110) they are /hooh/ or /ooh/ and /hooh-na/ or /ooh-na/—ct. the
“Possessive forms given in 5.1 above.

"In Bishari it seems that the ordinary object suffixes (-hedb- etc.) are added after the suffix
‘ke meaning*if (e.g. /ti-ndiir-ee~"k-heb  *if you kill me * (Almkvist, 1881 : 245).
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the concord imposed on therelative clause by its antecedent (e.g. /?i-kteen-
uu-'k ték-ka/ ‘

everyone (tak-ka) (nom.) who knows (?i-kteen-) you ’, but
/iekteen-oo-'k. téle-ka/ (acc.)). In this environment even Arteiga’ and
Hadendowa allow anovert 3rd person object suffix.

6. Coputar Cuitics
6.1 Variable copular clitics

In 1.2 we distinguished two kinds of complement that copular clitics can have :

adjectives, noun-phrases and relative clauses, after which the copular clitic
distinguishes gender and number for all persons ; and adverbial words, phrases
and clauses, after which the clitic makes no gender or number distinctions for the
Ist and 3rd persons. We shall call the former type ofclitic ‘ variable’ and the
latter ‘ invariable *.

Variable clitics are centred on a morpheme which is /a/ (or /w/ before a
vowel) in the singular and /a/ in the plural (for these vowels compare those in the
case-number markers given in 3.2). Before this morpheme may be added the
feminine marker -t- (if the subject is feminine, and the complement doesn’t already
end in the feminine -t-: /ti-k"aa-t-oo-"kst-u/ ‘ she is your sister ’, but /k"aa-'teu/
“ sheisa sister’), and afterit may be added oneofthe three 2nd person morphemes
~a- (masc. sing.) -{- (fem. sing.), -na- (plural), which are also found in verbs. The
forms are thus as follows : *

Singular Plural
Ist/3rd person masc. __/sa/ /sa/

fem. /stea/ or /ea/ /st-a/ or /xa/
2nd person masc. /sw-a/ /raa-na/

fem. /eteuei/ or /xau-i/ —/ateanena/ or /sna-na/
6.2. Invariable copular clitics

Invariable copular clitics are built round the morpheme /a/ (/w/ before a
vowel), irrespective of the number ofthe subject. No feminine -t- can be added
beforeit, but after it the 2nd person morphemes listed above can be added. The
forms are thus: /a/ (Ist/3rd person), /w-a/ (2nd person masc, sing.), /un-i/
(2nd person fem. sing.), /au-na/ (2nd person plural). Itis also possible to add an
empty /-yt-u/ to the basic /u/, presumably based on sequences of copular—
adverbial meaning * since ’—copular which otherwise are found in * pseudo-cleft *

sentences (see 2.2).

In Beni Amer the ending -na- can be added in all plural forms, not just in 2nd.
forms, although it is uncommon in Ist person and 3rd person forms (Reinisch, 1893 :

‘Hadendowa the ending /1/is replaced by /i/ (Roper, 1928 : 88).
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7. Survey OF VERB FORMS

7.1 Extended verbs, verbs, bases, stems, roots and radicals
To avoid confusion in the following sections, we shalll distinguish the following

concepts :

Extended verb: a verb plus anysuffixes that are added toit on behalf ofthewhole clause (such as relative and adverbial suffixes described in 9, 10);Verb: a complete verb word excluding the suffixes just mentioned ;
Base: a verb minus any object pronoun suffixes, and including all markers of

specifically verbal categories such as mood, tense and subject-concord ;
‘Stem: a base minus its inflectional markers, leaving only markers of deriva-

tional type ;

Root: a single morphemein a stem minus any separable morphemes which
indicate derivational type ;

Radical: those aspects of the root's phonological structure which are deter-
mined lexically rather than by general morphological rules.

For example, take:  /ti-takét Zi-rabe-’ ti-s-dabil-heéb-aayt ta? Yi-gawcii-’b 2eo-fe-"/“Since (-aayt) the woman (ti-takét) caused-to-collect (ti-s-dabil-) me (-hedb-) the
luggage (?i-rabe-'), it is (2ee-fe-') now (ta?) in the house (2i-gaweii-’b) ". In this
Sentence, /ti-s-dabil-heeb-aayt/ is an extended verb containing theclausal adverbial
Suffix -aayt- * since ’ (10.4), /ti-t-dabil-hedb-/ is a verb, containing the object suffix
cheth- ‘me’ (5.3); /ti-s-dabil-/ is a base, with the 3rd person singular prefixti: (7.2); /-s-dabil-/ is a stem, with the causative prefix -# (7.7); /-dabil-/ is aroot; and ~l-b-l- is a radical, meaning * collect *.

In this section and the following we shall be concerned only with bases andtheir components. Object pronoun suffixes, which make bases into verbs, have
‘already been discussed (5.3), and the various suffixes which convert verbs into
‘extended verbs will be discussed in 9-12. However, for simplicity the examples

One ofthe most striking characteristics of Beja verb morphology is that stemsof two types, which (following Reinisch, 1893, and Roper, 1928) we can call
and weak, One difference between the twois that for certain tenses and

ls the strong stems takeprefixes whereas the weak ones take suffixes :
strong : /ti-s-dabil/ * she (ti-) cause (-s-)to colllect, past (-dabil) °

weak : /tam-is-ta * she (-t-) cause (-is-) to eat (tam-), past (-a)’.
difference is that in weak stems, the rootis constantin form, whereas in

stems the interdigited vowels vary with derivational type and tense or
i

strong : /ti-t-dabiil/ * she causes tocollect ’

weak: /tamis-ient/ * she causes to eat 'a stem is strong or weak depends to a large extent, but not exclusively,
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on the radical: here we distinguish between consonantal radicals (like -d-b-l-
“collect *) and syllabic radicals (like -tam- ‘ eat *), the connection being that only
consonantal radicals can occur in strong stems, whereas in weak stems either
kind of radical can occur. Consonantal radicals consist of either two or three
consonants (including /?/ and /h/), and syllabic radicals consist of one or more
complete syllables.

There are also suffixes which form * voluntatives ’ out of other forms: ~iy-
is added to optatives (and pethaps also to permissives and bound negatives—
cf. Reinisch, 1893: 156-7), -ain- is added to pasts, and ~'n- to imperatives and
negative imperatives. These suffixes will be ignored in the following, but they
deserve further study.
7.2. Positive concordial forms

The following classes of base show concord with the subject :

(i) Present (¢.g. /2a-danbiil/ ‘1 collect ’, /tam-4-ni/ ‘| eat
(ii) Preterite (e.g. /2a-abit/, /tam-a-'n/ “I collected /ate *);

(iii) Past (e. j-dbil/, /tam-1/ ‘I used to collect/eat * or ‘I had collected/
eaten’ or ‘I might collect /eat");

(iv) Optative (e.g. /oé-?-ii-dbil/, /bi-tam-i/ * May I collect/eat");
(v) Permissive (found only depending on an auxiliary—see 2.3—e.g. /2-ii-dbil

‘aendi-"/‘T intend (?a-ndi-') to collect ’, /tam-1 2a-ndi-’/* I intend to eat");
(vi) Future (e.g. /Aibl-at/, /tam-8t/ I shall collect /eat *) ;

(vii) Imperative (e.g. /Aibil-'a/, /tam-da/ * collect /eat ! ).
Oneof the main outstanding problemsin the study of Beja is to identify more

precisely the meanings of these and otherinflectional categories of the verb, so
the translations given should be taken only as rough guides to meaning (as should
the names given to the categories).

To theextent that these forms show concord with the subject, they make the
following distinctions, generally with the markers shown :

(i) Ist person singular (prefix -2a- in strong bases) ;

(ii) Ist person plural (prefix or suffix -n-) ;

(iii) 2nd person (prefix or suffix -t-)
(@) masculine singular (suffix -2-)
(6) feminine singular (suffix -i-)
(6) plural (suffix -na-) ;

(iv) 3rd person masculine singular (prefix or suffix -(2)i+ or -y-);
(v) 3rd personfeminine singular (prefix or suffix -t-);
(vi) 3rd person plural (prefix or suffix -(2)i- or -y-; suffix -n(a)-).

However, notall the base-classes allow subjects ofall persons and numbers : the
Permissive allows only Ist person (singular or plural), the Imperative only 2nd
person (singular or plural) and the Future only Ist person singular and 2nd person,

singular or plural. The
is always a statement
questions (c.g, /dibleii-a
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singular or plural. The Future incidentally is odd in that the Ist person singular
is always a statement (e.g. /aibl-ét/* I'll collect ’), but the 2nd persons are always
questions (e.g. /dibl-at-a/ * will youcollect ?").
7.3. Negative concordial forms

Thefollowing classes of negative verb also show concord with the subject :

() Free negative (only used in non-embedded declarative clauses, e.g.
/e-adedbil/* I don’t collect *, /kéctam-ae'n /*I don’t eat *);

ii) Bound negative (used in embedded or imperative clauses, or depending
on an auxiliary: /b-as-dabiil-ee-’k/ ‘if I don’t collect’, /bien-dabifl/
“let's not collect’, /b-aa-dabifl 2a-ndi/ ‘I intend not to collect’);

(iii) Negative imperative (e.g. /b-aé-dabiiln/ * don't collect ', /b-a-tam-ta/
“don't eat’).

Free and bound negatives allow overall the full range of subjects, but negative
imperatives allow only 2nd person subjects. Notice that the free and bound
negatives correspond in meaningto the present tense only (in spite ofthe fact that
the free negative consists of a negative prefix added to the preterite form of base) ;

to negate other tenses it is necessary to use auxiliaries (¢.g. /tam-aa-'-b keil-ke/
serves as negative for (a) /tam-aa-"beu/ ‘he has eaten’, (b) /tam-y-4/ ‘he ate’,
(©) /tam-i/ * he used to eat).
7.4 Non-concordial forms

The following forms of base do not show concord with the subject :

(i) Past participle (e.g. /Aibl-aa~’/, /tam-2a-'/ * having collected /eaten *);

i) Present participle (c.g. /dibl-te/, /tam-te/ * eating *);
(ii) Negative adjectival participle (e.g. /o-aa-dabitl/, /b-aa-tam-dy/ * not

collecting /eating *) ;

(iv) Negative adverbial participle (e.g. /b-ai-dabisl/, /b-adetam-ty/ * without
collecting /eating *) ;

() Bound participle (used only before continuative ~t- ‘and’ or before
auxiliaries—see 2.3—e.g. /aibil-ti-’ tam-y-A/‘ having collected it he ate it ,
/sam-ee-ti ba?-4-nt/ ‘I keep on cating’).

However, although the base itself does not show subject concord, some of
forms (Past participle and Negative adjectival participle) can be used with
ival gender and case-number markers affixed to them, and before copular
which distinguish person as well, so that concord is shown with the subject,

not in the verb base (¢.g. /dibl-aa~bsu/ ‘he has collected ' (lit. * he is
collected’), /b-aa-tam-ly-tzu/ * she can’t eat ’ (lit. * she is not eating ’)).

As well as the above forms, which are all true verb bases in the sense that they
objects in the accusative case, etc., there are a large number of derived
‘based onverbal radicals (see Almkvist, 1881 : 275-9, Reinisch, 1893 : 163-75,
Roper, 1928 : 38, 56, 63).
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7.5. Relations between bases and stems
In 7.2-7.4 above we distinguished 15 classes ofstem, not counting the distine-

tions according to subject concord and those according to the * strength ’ of the
stem. These base classes are distinguished from one another partly by the form
of their stems, and partly by the prefixes and suffixes attached to the stem, as can
be seen clearly from the paradigms in the following section. Considering only the
distinguishing role of the stems, we find only seven relevant classes of stem. These
classes are distributed among the 15 base classes as follows:
Stem class 1 Base classes: Preterite (e.g. /2a-dbi

Imperative (¢.g. /Aibil~'a/)
Free negative (e.g. /k-ad-dbil/)

Stem class 2. Base classes: Future (.g. /dibl-it/)
Past participle (e.g. /dibl-aa-"/)
Present participle (¢.g. /Aibl-te/)
Bound participle (e.g. /aibilti/ or /aibl-1/)

Stem class 3 Base class: Past (e.g. /?-iidbil/, /2a-dlig/ from -d-e-v- * bring
back")

Stem class 4 Base classes: Optative (¢.g. /bt-2a-daag/)
Permissive (e.g. /2a-diag/)

‘Stem class 5 Base class: Present, Plural subject (e.g. /ni-dées/)
‘Stem class 6 Base classes: Bound negative (e.g. /b-as-dabitl/)

Negative imperative (e.g. /b-ai-dabiil-'a/)
Negative adjectival participle (¢.g. /b-aa-dabill/)
Negative adverbial participle (¢.g. /b-ad-dabill/)

Stem class 7 Base class: Present, Singular subject (e.g. /2a-danbitl/)
Theextent to which Stem classes 1~7 are formally distinct varies according to

the derivational class ofthe stem (7.6, 7.7) and the type of radical.

7.6 Intensification
Independently of the seven Stem classes that reflect the class of the base, two

other sets of distinctions apply to the stem: according to its intensification and
according to its derivational type (7.7). The meaning of a verbal radical can be
‘intensified ° in one of the following ways :

(i) by repetition of the whole root; irrespective of the type of radical
(yllabie or consonantal), all such stems are weak :

/am-tam-a-'n/ ‘| gobbled ° (radical : -tam- ‘ eat ")

‘witim-kitm-ee-'n/ * they (e.g. runners in a potato and bucket race) are
arriving speedily at one destination after another ' (radical: -k--m
‘arrive ') (quoted in Roper, 1928 : 70)

(ii) by repetition of one consonantin the radical :

/tatam-an'n/ ‘I ate slowly ”

/teceridabiil-'ua/ or /2-e0-dbabiil'na /‘ (2) they collect carefully ”

bination of (a.
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(iii) by addition ofa long vowelto the root ; such stems never contain syllabic
radicals, butif the radical only has two consonants the stem is weak :

(/2%edaabil/ ‘I collected several times * (radical : -d-b-l-)
/roob-a-'n/ ‘I kept on refusing’ (radical: --b-)

(iv) by addition of a long vowel andalso repetition of a consonant—i.e. a com-
bination of(ii) and

It appears that all four types of intensification can make the meaning
* frequentative ’"—to do the action concerned several times—though the two types
ofrepetition may mean ‘ carefully * or * carelessly ’ instead. Moreover, there are
some radicals which appear onlyin intensified bases of one kind or another—
especially in bases with long vowels added—and in such cases the meaning of
verbs containing the radical concerned generally shows no sign of any type of
“intensification. The semantic effects of these changes in the form of the stem
are thus to a large extent unknown and deserve study—as do the relations between
‘the intensification of the stem and the derivational processes described below.
At least in principle all the latter are available for all the former, but there are a
number of complications.

7.7 Derivation
The main formal indication ofa sentence’s derivation type (2.4) is the form

of the verb’s stem. There is no simple 1: 1 relationship between the sentence-
types and the stem-classes—for instance, reflexive sentences do not always have
verbs with the same kind of stem, and some kinds of stem that can appear in
reflexive sentences can also appear in passive sentences. To avoid confusion,
termslike ‘ reflexive ’ will therefore not be used to refer to types of stem; instead,
we shall use morphologically-based terms like ‘S-form’. An added advantage
ofthis approach is that it does not commit usin advance to using the sameset of
distinctions for strong and weak stems : there is a lot of similarity, but there are
also important differences.

In weak stems, there are just two suffixes that mark derivation: -s- (/iis/
after /s/ or /s/) and -am- (/m/ after vowels). These occur singly or together,
giving the following derivational types :

(i) Underived: used in underived sentence types ;

Gi) S-forms: used in causative sentence types (e.g. /raat-s-ee~'n/ * they cause
to ask’) or in underived types, when the verb radicalis adjectival(e.g.
‘/namasee-s-ee-'n/ ‘ they blind ’, radical: -hamase- * blind *) ;

(iii) AM-forms: used in non-causative reflexive sentence types (¢.g. /rast-am-
ee-'n/ ‘they ask themselves”) or in passive types (¢.g. /rant-am-0e-'n/
“they are asked’), but also in underived sentence types, if the radicalis
adjectival (e.g. /2eegrim-am-ee-'n/ * they become grey ’);
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(iv) S-AM-forms : used in non-causative reciprocal (c.g. /raat-s-am-ee-'n/* they IV consonantal
ask each other’) or collaborative (e.g. /raat-s-am-0e-'n/ ‘they ask ... back *).

with ...") or reciprocal collaborative (e.g. /raat--am-ee-'n/ ‘ they ask .. . The numbers 1, 2,3
together’); perhaps also (but rarely) in passive causative sentence types masculine, femiaill
(c.g. /gas-iis-am-ee-'n/ they are cooked ’ (lit * they are caused to boil ")— are always singular
Reinisch, 1893: 181); 8.1 Underived.

(W) S-Seforms: used in’ causative sentence-types where the verb has an
adjectival radical (¢.g. /hamasee-s-iis-ee-'n/ * they cause ... to blind .

3 (@) Present (Stem
(vi) AM-S-forms : similarly used in causative sentence types with de-adjectival 1

verbs (e.g. /?eegrim-am-s-ee-'n/ ‘ they cause ... to becomegrey "). 1 tamedeni

“The most important ofthese forms are the frst four. In addition to the six listed 2m tamti-niis
above, we may note the following forms recorded by Reinisch, 1893 : 180-2: 2f —tametioniie”

AM-AM-forms, AM-S-S-forms, S-S-AM-forms and even AM-S-S-AM-forms. oa tia
Strong stems involve a larger number of affixes, but these appear to be more > oe

restricted in their mutual combinability : ES em
(i) Underived : used in underived sentence-types ; 3p beGi) (T)-forms: these have a prefix -t- in some of the stem-classes but not in

all ofthem ; used in reflexive sentence types (e.g. /?-it-+-min/ * he used to a Preterite
shave himself) but also in underived sentence types, when the radical iappears only in this type of stem(e.g. /?-ii-t-rim/* he used to follow *);

(iii) T-forms: used in non-causative passive sentences (e.g. /2et-uu-min/ * he
used to be shaved’);

(iv) S-forms:: used in causative sentences (e.g. /2i-#-uu-min/* he used to cause«to shave’);
(v) M-forms: used in non-causative collaborative (e.g. /Pi-m-uu-min-'ns/

“ they used to shave. .. with . ..”) reciprocal (e.g. /?i-m-uu-min-'na/* they
used to shave each other’) or reciprocal collaborative sentences (e.g.
/Miemeuumin-na/ ‘ they used to shave together ’). Where the radical is 1

one that occurs only in stems intensified by lengthening, such as -b-d-n- 2m
“forget ’, the M-form may be used in passive sentences (Roper, 1928 : 2
73-4), The passive use of M-forms may be restricted to Bishari and 3m
Halanga (Reinisch, 1893 : 131). 3f

The above are the most important forms for strong stems, but Reinisch, 1893: Ip
127, 130, notes the possibility of S-S-forms and S-(T)-forms. Be

Amer
8, VERB PARADIGMS

In the following paradigms, the forms for four radicals will be given :

T syllabic (tam- * eat ’)
II consonantal with two consonants (-l-w- * burn *)

IIT consonantal with three consonants (-d-b-I- ‘ collect *)

5
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TV. consonantal with three consonants, the last of which is /v/ (d-e-y- * bring
back’).

The numbers 1, 2, 3 refer to the person of the subject, and m, f, p stand for
‘masculine, feminine and plural (where no gender distinction is made; m and f
are always singular). The‘ stem classes ' are those defined in 7.5.

8.1 Underived forms BETA
(@) Present (Stem classes: 5 (in plural), 7 (in singular)) *

1 nm ut v
1 tamed-nf ardanbiil acdangt
2m tam-tbnil's danbiil-a dangii-a
2f  tamtienii-" danbiilei dangii-"
3m tamefient danbiil dang
3f tam-ti-nf danbiil dangi
Ip tamnay n-eedbil niedéeg
2p tam-bee-'na teeliv='na teedbil-na tindeeg—na

3p tam-ee-'n 2eeeliw-'na ‘eeodbil-'na Tindeee-"na,

(b) Preterite (Stem class 1) *
1 tam-a-'n Pacliw Pardbil Randel

2m tam-baa-* tictiw= ti-abil—a tindgii-a
2f—tam-t-aa-'y tictiw- tidbil-'i tindgiie®

3m tamy-d icliw edb Riedel

3f tata ti-liw tieabil ti-dei
Ip tam-n-& ni-liw ni-dgi
2p tam-f-aa-‘na tieliw-'na ttgtiatan:
3p tam-y-aa-'n ‘Qiliw-'na iedgii-'n
(©) Past (Stem class 3)
1 tame 2elilsw 2efiabad ‘andlig (or 2i-dlie)
2m tametelic’a teilliwe'a teiidbile'a tiediig-'a
2f—tamebiie" teiiliwe't teiiabile'i tiediige't
3m tam-l alii etiabiL indie
3f tam teiiliw teiidbil Gatis
ip tmnt neiiliw aeifabil nicdlig
2p tametii-’na teiiliw-"na, tiidbil-'na ti-diig-"na
3p tam-ii-'n Peiiliw-'na Qefidbil-'na Viediig~'na

In IIL, the plural forms are /ni-dabil/ etc. in Bishari (Almkvist, 1881:132, 194) and Beni
‘Amer (Reinisch, 1893 : 142), and /n-eedabll/ etc. in Hadendowa (Roper, 1928: 65). Similarly,
in IV the plural is /ni-dangi/ etc.in Hadendowa (Reinisch, 1893:143).

In IV the plural forms are /n-eedig/ etc. for Beni Amer (Reinisch, 1893: 142) and
‘mmeedideg / etc. in Bishari (Almkvist, 1881 : 132, 188).

Tn I, @ final /a/ is optionalin the 3rd person, according to Almkvist, 1881 : 165.
*"In Bishari an optional ~a~ is possible after /tam-y-aa-'n/ (Almkvist, 1881: 128, 165).
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@ Optative (Stem class 4)
/%4/ or /baa/ prefixed to the Permissive form (see (f) below), e.g. /bé-tam-1/ or
/baa-tami/. There is an optional suffix -ay- which can be suffixed to Optatives
{asalso to Volitionals and Negative volitionals).

(© Volitional (Stem class 4)
~ay- suffixed to the Permissive form (see (f) below), e.g. /tameii-dy /, /2-ii-liw-dy /.

(According to Reinisch, 1893: 156, the second-person singular gender
suffixes follow the ~ay- suffix; if this is the case, the relation between the
Volitional and the Permissive is not quite as simple as suggested here.)

(/) Permissive (Stem class 4)
Asfor the Past (see (c) above) except that in IV (i.e. where the radical is
triconsonantal, with /y/ as the last consonant) the root vowel is /aa/ instead
of /ii/: /2anddag/, etc.

(g) Future (Stem class 2) *
1 tam-dt liw-dt dibl-at digy-at
2m tamitea Tiw-btea aibl-ét-a digy-tt-a
2F—tamdtet liwedti aibl-dt-i digy-dt-i
2p tam-it-na liweit-na aibleét-na digy-dt-na

Before an object pronoun suffix (5.3) /at/ is replaced by /eet/ in I and by
/t/ in TI-IV.

(1) Imperative (Stem class 1) *
2m tama lied digit
2f tami lied digit
2p tam-aa-'na liwe'na ibile'na digii-'na
(i) Free negative (Stem class 1)
1 Ki-tam-a-'n Kead-liw K-ad-dbil Kaede!
2m Ketamefaa-"—kbeeliwe'a etc. etc.
2f—Kfetametan-'y ote Cf. forms for Preterite)
3m Kéetam-y-d eieliw
3f  kdetam-t-d Kietliw
Ip kéetamen-& Kten-liw
2p éetam-teag-'na —fet-liwe'na

3p kéetamey-aae'n —Keibeliwe'na

sibs! Apparently the Ist person singular use ofthe future is not found in Beni Amer (Reinisch,

In Beni Amer /Aibl'a/ is found as well as /dibil-'a/ (Reinisch, 1893 : 153), and /tam~'na/
as well as /tam-aa-‘na/ (op. cit. 187).

(k) Negative
~ay- suffixed to

(D Negative is

(m) Past participle’
tam-a-

(n) Present.

(0) Negative
beaa-tameiy

(P) Negative
bradetamay

(q) Bound participle
tam-eet-i

or tard
8.2. Derived forms

All that we need
the stem, as defined.
underived form in
stem given below.
subject-concord
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(j) Bound negative (Stem class 6)
1 b-aa-tam~iy beaa-liw b-aa-dabfil, ‘beaa-dagi
2m —_biet-tam-ay- etc. ete. etc.
oF bi-t-tam-ay- (cf. forms forI)
3m —eii-tam~ay
3f di-t-tam-dy
Ip bi-n-tam-dy
2p diet-tam-ay-n-
3p eli-tam-ay-"na
(k) Negative volitional (Stem class 6)

-ay- suffixed to the Bound negative forms.
(D Negative imperative (Stem class 6)

2f b-fi-tam-a-'y Deli-liiw-'i beti-dabiil-'i befi-dagii-
2p Defigetamena-"na=beaeliiwe'na Delaedabiile'na —beda-dagii-'na

(m) Past participle (Stem class 2) *
tam-a- liw-a- ‘dibl-a- digy-a-

(0) Present participle (Stem class 2)
tam-de liw-de dibl-te digy-ée

(0) Negative adjectival participle (Stem class 6) e
‘b-aa-tam-iy ‘beaa-liiw ‘beaa-dabiil ‘beaa-dagi .

(p) Negative adverbial participle (Stem class 6)
‘b-ad-tam-ay_ ‘bead-liiw ‘b-ad-dabiil ‘b-ad-dagi

@Bound participle (Stem class 2)
tam-eet-i liwet-i dibil-t-i digii-t-i

or tame or liwel or dbl or digi (?)

8.2. Derived forms
Al that we need to give for the derived forms is the seven (or less) forms of

the stem, as defined in 7.5. In order to construct a derived form, find the relevant
underived form in the paradigms above and replace the root by the appropriate
stem given below. The only adjustments that need to be made will be in the
subject-concord prefixes : before a vowel, all vowels in these prefixes are deleted
(as in the Past formsfor II and III). Since weak and strong stems allow different,
ranges of stem-forming affixes (7.7), they will be treated separately. Accents will
be omitted, since they are as in the paradigms above.

% According to Reinisch (1893 : 164) if the second and third consonants of a consonantal
radical are the same, the past participle -a- suffixisinserted (lengthened to /an/) between them.
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@Weak stems
Forall Stem classes, suffix to the root -, -am-, -sam-, -siis, -ams-, etc., as
appropriate.

(6) Strong stems (unintensified)
@ (D)-forms *

2Stem class 1 slaw bale Aee-
2 Jaw- dibal- dige-
3 iit-liw- +t-dibil- otedig-
4 lit-liw- ~tdibil- ~tdiga-
5/7 ~eet-liiw- ‘-t-dabiil- tedagi-
6 -laaw- -dbaal- ~dgaay-

Gi) forms
Stem class 1 ~too-laaw- +t-dabaal- -t-dagaay-

2 ?atoo-laaw- ‘?at-dabaal- ‘?at-dagaay-
or ?at-dabl- or 2at-dagi-

3 -tuu-liw- ‘stdibil- -t-dig-
4 -tau-liw- ‘+t-dibil- ~tdiga-
5/6/7—-too-liiw- -t-dabiil- ~tdagi-

(iii) S-forms
‘Stem class 1 ~00-Liw= ~s-dabil- ~sdag-

2 ‘s00-lw~ si-dabl- si-dag-
3 ‘~suu-liw- ‘~s-dlibil- dig4 ‘~suu-liw- -e-dibil- ~tdiga-
5/6/7—-800-liiw- ‘-s-dabiil- -S-dagi-

(iv) M-forms
Stem class 1 -moo-laaw- ~m-dabaal- ~m-dagaay-

2 amoo-laaw- ?am-dabaal-— ?am-dagaay-
or 2am-dabl- or ?am-dagi-

3 smuu-liw- ~mm-dibil- ~m-dig-
4 ~muu-liw- ‘-m-dibil- ~m-diga-
5/6/7—-moo-liiw- ~m-dabiil- ~m-dagi-

(©) Strong stems (intensified by long vowel)
As mentioned in 7.6,if the radical is consonantal but only has two consonants,the intensified stem is weak, not strong; moreover, intensification by lengthen.
ing does not apply at allif the radical is syllabic, so the only kinds of radical
to be considered here are those with three consonants.

{In Beni Amer, the short /a/ is replaced obligatorily by long /aa/ if the sentence is reflexive,and optionally if the sentence is underived (Reinisch, 1893 : 129, 133).

(i) Ur

Stem class:

ii) S-forms
Stem class

(iv) M-forms
Stem class #

adjectival root.
predicatively oF
which can only
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‘Stem class 1 ~daabil-
2 daabl-
3 ~ii-dbal-
4 -tidbal-
5/7 -te-dbile
6 daabiil-

Gi) T-forms
Stem class 1 —

2 ?at-daabaal- Yat-daagaay-
or Yat-isabl- or ?at-dangi-

3 ‘otdiibil- ~t-daagi-
4 ~t-dibil- tdaaga-
5/6/17 -trasabiil- ~tedaagi-

(ii) S-forms
‘Stem class 1 -s-daabil- -s-daag-

2 si-daabl- ‘si-daag-
3 -#-diibal- edie
4 -s-diibal- sign
5/6/71 -tlaabiile ~sdaagi-

(iv) M-forms
Stem class 1 -mee-dbaal- smee-dgaay-

2 ‘?amee-dbaal- amee-dgaay-
or 2amee-dbil- or 2amee-dgi-

3 ~mii-abil-
4 -mit-abil- -miiedga-
5/6/71 -mee-dbiil- -mee-dgi-

9, ADJECTIVAL CLAUSES

Adjectival clauses are clauses to whose verb the gender and case-number
suffixes described in 3.2-3.4 are suffixed, just as though the whole clause was an
adjectival root. There are two ways in’ which adjectival clauses can be used :
predicatively ot attributively (unlike relative clauses in English, for instance,
which can only be used attributively), Compare, for example, /bar-uu-’ buin
beaagta?-dysu/ ‘He (tar-uu-’) doesn’t (or can't) drink (g"a2) coffee (buin)’,literally * He is not-drinking coffee , and /tik butin b-aa-g"a?-iy k-ni-kén/ I don't
know (K-ad-kén) a man (tk) who doesn’t/can’t drink coffee’, literally ‘I don’t
know a man not-drinking coffee ’. In either case, the clause has ‘ lost’ a noun-
phrase, in the sense that there is a function in its structure—subject or com-
plement—which cannot be filled, and which * should ” be filled either by the head
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noun that the adjectival clause modifies or by the subject of the clause in which
the adjectival clause is used predicatively. The ‘ lost” noun-phraseis not replaced
bya relative pronoun or by anyother kind of pronoun (in contrast with both
English and Arabic).

Ifthe function of the lost noun-phrase is complement, the * genitive ’ morpheme
-e- is added directly to the base of the adjectival clause’s verb—i.e. before its
object pronoun suffixes (e.g. /?i-rabe-" wi-?ane-" ?a-s-dabil-ee-uu-'k kee-y-&/ ‘ Where
is (kee-y-8) the luggage (?i-rabe-") which T (?ane-') caused (-s-) you (-'k) to collect
(dale) 2”; cf. /2uu-tik wi-2i-s-dabil-uu-'k kee-y-a/* Where is the man whocaused
youto collect it ?"). There are also a number of morphological peculiarities in
the verbs of adjectival clauses, such as the presence of a suffix -n- in the Preterite
of weak stems (i. -y-a-n- instead of -y-a-, etc.).

The following classes of verb can be used in adjectival clauses: Present,
Preterite, Past, Bound negative, Past participle and Negative adjectival participle.
Of these only those that show concord with the subject—i.e. Present, Preterite,
Past and Bound negative—allow the ‘lost’ function to be complement, and
Bound negative does notallowit to be subject, but otherwise there are no restric-
tions, except on the use of some formsin predicate position ; some can be used
only if followed immediately by the comparative -ka- ‘more’ (eg. /buin
%4?-4n-kaa-'bsu/ ‘I drank coffee more ').

It is worth noting that the usual way of negating a Preterite or Past verb is to
use the Past participle in a predicative adjectival clause, with the negative of -k-y-
‘be’ (e.g. /ticrabe-’ dibl-aa~’d keai-kd/ *I didn’t collect the luggage’, literally
“I'm not having-collected the luggage’). This form is thus the negative corre-
sponding notonly to a clause where the only difference is that the negative of
-k-y-is replaced byits positive equivalent (a copularclitic)(e.g. /2i-rabe-"dibl-aa~'beu/
‘T have collected the luggage), but also to simple clauses containing Preterite
verbs (e.g. /?i-rabe-’ 2a-dbil/* I collected the luggage ’) or Past verbs (c.g. /Pi-rabe-"
‘iieabil/* I used to collect the luggage ’).

10. ADVERBIAL CLAUses

All the following types of adverbial clause may occur in a variety of places in
the structure of the main clause, but not all can be focussed upon in a ‘ pseudo-
cleft sentence ” construction (2.2).

10.1 With adverbial participles
If the verb is a Present participle (c.g. /am-ée/* eating *) or a Negative adverbial

participle (e.g. (t-ad-tam-ay / * without eating *) then the clause must be adverbial.
Ifit is a Past participle, then the clause is adverbial if the verb base has a final
accent on its participle suffix -a- (¢.g. /tam-aa~'/ having eaten’), Similarly, some

morpheme is
“you (for whose
the Object

-tay- or

the otherwise
pronoun suffix
a short /i/ in the
him collect it”, Bat
an optional -sar
pronoun suffix
she feeds me’).

The temporal
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adjectives can be used adverbially if this final accent is added to the adjective’s
final vowel (e.g. /asbaloo-"/ « being small ’).

10.2 With postpositions
Postpositions rather similar to the postpositions that can be added to noun-

phrases (4.2) can also be added to clauses ; andjust as the* genitive * morpheme
~i- or -e- has to be added to a noun-phrase before the postpositions are added,
so a morpheme -e- has to be added to clauses before postpositions can be added
to these. There are a number of other distributional similarities between this
morpheme and the ‘ genitive” morpheme, so we shall refer to it as the * genitive *

morpheme below (cf. for example /wi-?oor-li-oo-"k-geeb/ * with (-geeb) your son
(ri-P00r...00-'k)’, /2ane~" rih-an-y-ee-00-'k-hoob/ * when (-hoob) I see you (2ane-"
rih-an-y-...-00-'k-)"). However, with some clausal postpositions the genitive
morpheme is suppressed when there is an Object pronoun suffix such as -00-"k-
“you (for whose form, see 5.3), and there are even differences in the form of
the Object pronoun suffix itself from one postposition to another (cf. /2ane-"
rib-an-y-ee-uu~'k-han/ ‘ although I can see you’).

The following are the postpositions that can be added to clauses in this way :

ke ‘if’, ~'k-ka- * since °, -"b- ‘ since’, -"b-ka- ‘ whenever ’, ~"han- ‘ although ’,
~'door- ‘ when °, ~"hoob- ‘ when *, «"hoob-eé-ka- * as from when’,-nady- * when °,

-tiy- or -tiy-naan- * because ° (also: -kik- ‘ whenever ’, ~“ahay- in order to’,
Reinisch, 1893 : 161, 162, 191).

10.3. With temporal suffixes
The following suffixes can all be translated either as ‘ then * or as ‘ when * or

“after” (c.g. /rih-a-n-dayt-hook yak-a-n/ ‘I saw you then (-dayt-) I got up
(vakea~'n)*or /yak-a-'n rih-a-n-dayt-hook/ ‘I got up when I saw you’). Unlike
the otherwise similar suffixes discussed in 4 below, these precede the Object
pronoun suffix (-hook- * you’ in the above examples) and they lead to the loss of
a short /i/ in thefinal syllable ofthe verb base (e.g. /2a-s-dabl-aayt/‘ after I made
him collect it ', but /2a-s-dabil-aayt/‘ because I made him collect it’). Moreover,
an optional -aayt- may be added, without change of meaning, after an Object
pronoun suffix (e.g. /tam-is-ti-ny-aat-hedb-aayt/ or /tam-is-ti-ny-aat-hedb/*after
she feeds me’).

The temporal suffixes are:
( ~t (tite after a plural suffix -n-): unrestricted in distribution, but

particularly commonafter the Bound participle(e.g. /tam-eet-ii-'t diw-a-'n /
“Having eaten I went to sleep’);
lit: only after Past verbs;(iii) -aayt-: only after Preterite verbs ;

(iv) -dat-: only after Present or Past verbs.
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10.4 With causal suffixes
“These suffixes follow Object pronoun sulfixes (c.g. /tih-t-'n-hook-aayt yakeae'b/

«Because I saw you I got up’). There are two suffixes :

(@-ay- (or-r- or -iy-): used when the main clause has a verb thatis Impera- |

tive or Negative imperative, or (sometimes)if its verb is Future, Optative,
Permissive or Bound negative (¢.g. /araaw-oo-'nsw-aa-ay tam-s-am-da-hoon / }

“Since (-y) you're our friend (?araaw-oo-'nsw-aa-) eat with us (tam-s-am-
‘’ta-hoon) *).

(ii) -aayt- (or-yt- or ~dayt-): never used if the main clause’s verb is Imperative
or Negative imperative, but otherwise unrestricted (e.g. /araaw-o0-'n=w-
au-aayt 2i-gaw-au-'n bari-oo-'ksu/ * Since (-aayt-) you're our friend our
house (2i-gaw-uu-'n) is yours (bar-ii-oo-"keu) *,

11, CO-ORDINATION

There are often no markers of co-ordination, whether the relation is con-
junction (‘and’) or disjunction (“ or’), and whether the co-ordinates are words,
phrases or clauses (c.g. /bayho-’ anoo-ti-’ Yoér 2im-oo-re-ram-'na/ ‘A jackal
(bayho-) and a lamb (Zanoo-ti-’ ?06r) played together (ti-m-oo-ra-ram-‘na) ”

(Reinisch, 1893: 196), /?a-sambiib-hook ?a-s-naakiir-hook/ ‘I am looking at you
(2a-sambifb-hook) and I am listening to you (2a-s-naakitr-hook) ’ (Roper, 1928 : 87),
(/bildal Yee-y-an- yi?-aa-’b k-iickee-’/ ‘ Has Bilal come (bildal 2ee-y-aa-’) or hasn't
he come (yi2-aa-"b k-ii-kee-’)?* (Reinisch, 1893 : 196). However, when a marker
of co-ordination is used atall, it is one ofthe following :

(i) -wa- ‘and’: suffixed to the first co-ordinate and, sometimes, to the
second too (¢.g. /Panee-'-wa bar-uu-'k-wa/ or /?anee-"-wa bar-un-’k/ ‘and
you’). Used when the co-ordinates are words or phrases, or embedded
clauses with postpositions attached (e.g. /ti-m?ari-’ tam-a-ny-ee-"k-wa |

‘oo-bitun g¥a?-a-ny-ee~"k-wa/ ‘if I eat (tam-a-ny-ee~'k-) the food (ti-m2ari-')
andif I drink (g"a?-a-ny-ee-"k-) the coffee (?00-biun) ”), Also used opti
ally, with no apparent meaning, suffixed to verbs before certain auxiliaries
(c.g. /m2ariin't mirii-tii'wa ba?-A-ni/ or /m?arti-’t miriitl ba2-t-nt/* I keep
on (ba2-t-n!) finding food (m?arii-’t miri-ti(i)-) ”).

(ii) -han- ‘or’: suffixed to thefirst of two co-ordinates (e.g. /hadb-han
?adit-hadb hanriiw-'a/ ‘Do you want (hanriiw-'a) beer (haab-) or honey-
wine (?adar-badb) ?"). Apparently used as a co-ordination marker only
in alternative questions (see 12). Also used to mean‘ also’ or ‘ even”
(eg. /sangii-ee-“k-han Yee-bl/ ‘Even (-han) if it’s far (sangii-ee-k-) I'm
going (?ee-bi) * (Reinisch, 1893: 197)), or as a marker ofinterrogation
(ee 12) or of uncertainty (in embedded clauses, e.g. /m?arii-'t manri-han-ay
‘Dend-tam-s-da/ ‘Since (-ay) he may (-han-) find (manri-) some food
(m?arii-t) don’t feed him (b-ad-tam-s-Aa) ’),
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(ii) lengthening offinal yowel (* and’ or ‘ or"): the last vowel in a verb or
copular clitic is lengthened if the clause is one in a series of co-ordinated
clauses, and is not the last in the series (c.g. /m2arii-’t tam-ti-nii-
naa-'t kéetaay-s-t-ta/ ‘You cat (tamtienii-aa) food and you don't do
(Ké-taay-s-tda) anything (naa-‘t)’). If the lengthened vowel is not one of
the 2nd-person suffixes—as it is in the last example—it also receives a
final accent(¢.g. /m2arii-'t tam-a-nti-'/ ‘I eat food and...”)

12. QuEsTIONs

12.1 General questions
General questions, requiring the answer ‘ yes” or ‘no’, are marked as such

either by the suffix -han- added to the verb or copularclitic, or by changes in the
accentual pattern oftheverb (e.g. /tam-y-d-han/ or /tam-y-na' / * Did he eatit?” ;

cf. /tam-y-4/ ‘He ate it’). In the absence of -han-, an accent is added to the last
vowelin the verb base, whether one would otherwise be there or not (cf. the
above examples and (?i-krit-naa~-hook/ * Did they meet you?” compared with
(/Mickrit-'na-hook/ ‘ They met you). This accentis usually a final one (’), butis

penultimate if the base ends in a 2nd-person marker (e.g. /tam-ti-nii-a-"/* Do you
eatit?’, cf. /tam-tienii-'a/* You eatit’). The last accent in a verb base, and also
the last onebefore a copular clitic, involves a wider pitch-movement than would
normally be the case, if the clause is a general question (¢.g. /baabaa-bra/ * He'safather ’ (normalpitch range), ‘ Is he a father ?’ (extended pitch range)).

12.2 Alternative questions
Alternative questions (corresponding to questions like * Was it a boy or a

girl?’) are marked by -ban- suffixed to the first of the co-ordinates (see 11), or
by -han- suffixed to the verb (as in a general question) and /hana/ added before
the second alternative (e.g. /bar-oo-"k hanrifw-han hana ?anee-"b/ * Does he want
(hanriiw-han) you (bar-oo-"k) or me (?anee-"b)?’ (Roper, 1928 : 88).

12.3 Special questions
Special questions contain a word corresponding to an English interrogative

pronoun or adjective, but this need not be initial in the clause (c.g. /vi-?ér
naakaa-"bea /‘ How many (naakaa-’bs) are (sa) the boys (yi-?ar) ? “How many
boys are there ?’)). The interrogative words are: -?aw- (acc. faab-) ‘ who’,
-naa- ‘ which, what* (modifier), -naa-‘n- ‘ what * (pronoun), -naa-“door- * when *,

naa-mhiin- * where °, -naaka- ‘ how many’, -naa-g"adi- * what kind of °. There is
also a defective verb -ke- ‘to be where’, which only exists in the Preterite (e.g.
‘/Y-gaw-un-'k kee-y-4/ ‘ Where is (kee-y-4) your house (?i-gaw-uu-'k) ? °),
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